NEWSLETTER
FOOD AND DRINKS AT THE WATER

The contours of the new park pavilion at the
waterfront in Park Meerland becoming more
and more visible. The doors of Mrs. Park are
expected to open at the end of April 2022.
© VDLP Architecten

First pile
There were previously plans for a catering facility in Park Meerland, but they
were canceled at the last minute for
ﬁnancial reasons. Chantal de Neijs and
Frank de Bruijn, manager and owner of
the Oude Rechtbank in Eindhoven center,
took over the initiative. Last summer
they drove the ﬁrst pile for Mrs. Park in
the ground

Need
Chantal de Neijs herself lives in Meerhoven and thinks that the need for this
initiative among Meerhoven residents is
still great. This was conﬁrmed last year
by the outcome of a survey by the municipality of Eindhoven. More than 58% of
the respondents miss sufﬁcient catering
in the neighbourhood.

Planning
Construction is still going according
to plan. “The roof will be installed after
the turn of the year. This is followed by
the ﬁnishing of the walls with bricks
and wood. The pavilion will be built in a
circular manner, with the reuse of materials being central. There will also be an

access road, a car park, public lighting
and green areas. Probably Mrs. Park is
completed at the beginning of April and
we can receive the ﬁrst guests at the end
of April.”

de Neijs met various local residents.
She stresses that Mrs. Park does not
become a party tent. And in case of any
nuisance, she likes to talk to the local
residents.

Meeting place
Mrs. Park has approximately 70 seats
inside plus a spacious terrace with
approximately 80 seats. “It will be a
pleasant meeting place where young and
old are welcome to have a drink or a bite
to eat,” says De Neijs. “We also think
organizing activities for the neighbourhood and occasionally live music. In the
initial period we will probably be open
every day from 10 am until late in the
evening. We adjust the times depending
on the need.”

Local residents
Although most Meerhoven residents applaud the initiative, there is a fear among
local residents that the pavilion will cause nuisance. Mainly because of possible
parking nuisance and the maximum
opening hours (Sunday to Thursday until
11 pm, Friday until midnight and Saturday until 1 am). Earlier this year, Chantal
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NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH MEERHOVEN
You have probably seen them: people
with a yellow vest with the text ‘buurtpreventie’ on it. These are the volunteers of
the Neighbourhood Watch Meerhoven.
Together with the police, they keep our
neighbourhood safe and liveable. Research has shown that neighbourhoods
with an active neighbourhood watch are
visited less by criminals. This requires a
lot of volunteers. That is why the Neighbourhood Watch Meerhoven is always
looking for new volunteers.

you may encounter on the street. This
course can be followed online and lasts
approximately two hours. The neighbourhood watch is fun to get to know
the neighbourhood and fellow residents
better. Do you want to help keep our
neighbourhood safe and liveable? Or do
you have questions? Then send an email
to buurtpreventie@meerhoven.nl.

What does it involve?
Once or twice a week you walk around
the neighbourhood with a colleague
during the day or in the evening. Beforehand, you follow a course in which
you learn to deal with situations that

WeWatch app
The Neighbourhood Watch Meerhoven has recently started using
the WeWatch app. It concerns a
pilot in which team members of the
neighbourhood watch can indicate
via an app on their phone when
they want to walk and with whom.
The routes taken are automatically
saved and passed on to the coordinator. See the map on the right
as an example. The coordinator
makes suggestions for new walking routes based on the reports
and routes walked. If the pilot is
successful, the app may be rolled
out throughout Eindhoven.

CHILDREN’S HOLIDAY WEEK
An activity that did take place this
year was the Children’s Holiday Week
Meerhoven. More than 300 children
enjoyed various activities, including
building huts, games, sports and
creativity. This is partly thanks to a
team of many local residents, parents, youth volunteers, sponsors and
support from Residents’ Association
Meerhoven.

Volunteers wanted!
Preparations for 2022 are now in full
swing. Under the motto ‘many hands
make light work’, the organization is
looking for volunteers who want to
strengthen the team. Would you like
to contribute ideas about the new
theme or is managing social media

your passion? Or do you like to roll up
your sleeves and help with the catering
or the set-up/breakdown of the event? Or
do you get energy from motivating youth

volunteers, recruiting sponsors or
making plans? Then send an email to
info@kvwmeerhoven.nl and the team
will get in touch with you.
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MEERHOVEN ‘HEART SAFE’
Residents’ Association Meerhoven, together with Stichting Eindhoven Hartveilig, has succeeded in making Meerhoven
heart safe. This means that a victim with
a cardiac arrest can be resuscitated by
a civil aid worker in Meerhoven within
6 minutes of a 112 call, until the ambulance arrives. Ambulances often have
a response time of 12 minutes after a
112 call, which is too long for a cardiac
arrest. With sufﬁcient AEDs and civil aid
workers, the chance of survival of the
victim is considerably increased.

AED-network
We have a comprehensive AED network
in our district for a few months now. This
is thanks to the joint efforts of individuals, Stichting Eindhoven Hartveilig,
Philips and Residents’ Association Meerhoven. The AEDs are located at the Waterlinie, Grasbaan, Landleven, Grasland,
Bosfazant, Zandvis and Zandbloem. An
AED will also be added to Meerwater this
month. The exact locations are known to
the civil aid workers.

Civil aid workers
In addition to AEDs, many civil aid
workers are needed. These are residents
who have a valid CPR certiﬁcate, ﬁrst aid
or emergency response certiﬁcate and
who are registered with HartslagNu. This
organization is alerted immediately after
a 112 call and coordinates the deployment of emergency services and AEDs.
Meerhoven currently has about 150
active civil aid workers. A good number,
but we still want to continue to encourage residents to become civil aid workers.
The training to become a civil aid worker
takes one evening. In addition, you must
take a refresher course every year to remain certiﬁed. People who already have
a First Aid or BHV diploma naturally also
meet the required qualiﬁcations, provided they also recertify themselves annually. Look for more information about
the activities of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven with regard to resuscitation
on meerhoven.nl/heartsafe.

POLICE FACILITY LAND FORUM
Residents’ Association Meerhoven keeps
a close eye on developments around the
intended police facility on the edge of
Grasrijk. We have already devoted much
attention to this in our previous newsletters. Last month, the board called on
the city council by letter to really involve
the neighbourhood in the plans and not
to relegate the discussion to a ‘choice’
between two road variants, in which the
municipality and the police promote only
one variant. The letter can be found at
meerhoven.nl/landforum. Members of
Residents’ Association Meerhoven receive an email update soon.

Interested?
Interested in becoming a civil aid
worker? Then register via the site
meerhoven.nl/heartsafe-register.
The Meerhoven Heart Safe Committee of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven will arrange the training
for you. If you are not reimbursed
for the costs through your health
insurer, Residents’ Association
Meerhoven may pay for the costs
in whole or in part (in the event of a
very large participation).

Already a civil aid worker?
The Meerhoven Heart Safe Committee wants to organize an annual
contact and information evening for
civil aid workers in Meerhoven. We
therefore appreciate it very much if
the civil aid workers would like to leave their contact details with us via
meerhoven.nl/heartsafe-register.
The committee will then contact
you soon.

SHORT NEWS
Flower shop
For those who have not yet discovered
the store: HomeﬂowerstyleAn is the
name of the new ﬂower shop in the
Meerhoven shopping center. In addition
to ﬂowers, house and garden plants, the
owners, mother and daughter Prosman,
also sell silk ﬂowers, artiﬁcial plants and
accessories for in and around the house.
They also deliver ﬂowers and other products to your home. HomeﬂowerstyleAn
is located at Meerwater 118 (next to the
Zandbrug) and is open from Tuesday to
Sunday. The exact opening times can
be found in the MeerhovenApp or on
Meerhoven.nl.

Oakwood Express

This month the Veldhovens grill restaurant Oakwood will open a new business
in the Meerhoven shopping center:
Oakwood Express. From there, meals
are delivered or can be picked up. The
initiative is partly due to the corona crisis,
which caused the demand for delivery
and take-a-way of meals at Oakwood
to increase enormously in a short time,
especially from Meerhoven. Even after
the corona crisis, owners Brenda van
der Tas and Marco de Ruijter expect that
the demand for delivery and collection
will continue. Oakwood Express uses
electric bicycles for delivery. The business is located at Meerplein 24. Check
the MeerhovenApp or Meerhoven.nl for
opening times.

Eindhoven Airport District
Ice rink
Between Christmas and New Year’s Eve
you can skate in the Meerhoven shopping center on a real ice rink. You can
ﬁnd the opening hours on Meerhoven.nl.

The area around Eindhoven Airport, including the business park, the air force base
and Flight Forum, has insufﬁcient quality
and coherence. That is the conclusion of
the municipality of Eindhoven, Eindhoven
Airport, Eindhoven Air Base, the province

and representatives of Flight Forum. In
order to be able to shape improvements
in the coming years, these parties have
mapped out their plans for the future
until 2040 in the Area Vision Eindhoven
Airport District. In January, the vision
will be submitted to the city council for
approval, after which the ﬁrst concrete
projects can be started. Think of the
establishment of a World Trade Center
opposite the airport, more greenery,
sports facilities, good infrastructure for
cyclists and a ring road. Residents’ Association Meerhoven is keeping an eye on
developments.

Follow us
For the latest news and activities, visit
www.meerhoven.nl. Follow us further
on Facebook ‘Meerhoven.news’, Twitter
‘Meerhoven_news’ or the MeerhovenApp
(meerhoven.nl/meerhovenapp). You
will also ﬁnd a lot of information on the
digital bulletin board of Meerhoven: Facebook ‘Meerhoven Ontmoet Elkaar’.

COLOPHON

BECOME A MEMBER!

This newsletter is a publication of
Residents’ Association Meerhoven.

Residents’ Association Meerhoven is
for all residents of Meerhoven. The
more members we have, the better we
can represent the neighbourhood. As a
member, you help decide which issues
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www.meerhoven.nl

need attention and you support various
social activities. The membership costs
only 5 euros per household per year.
Not a member yet? Then register at
www.meerhoven.nl/membership.

LET’S PUZZLE TOGETHER!

Send the solution, stating your name, address and phone number to kerstpuzzel@
meerhoven.nl no later than January 3, 2022. Among the correct answers, we will rafﬂe
10 copies of the book ‘Nieuwe mensen op oud land, archeologie, geschiedenis en stedenbouw van Meerhoven’ by city archaeologist Nico Arts.
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Solution
Oplossing

Find all the words, they are hidden horizontally, vertically and diagonally in
the puzzle. When all words have been crossed out, the remaining letters
form a sentence.
BLOEMENWINKEL
BOSRIJK
BUURTPREVENTIE
DECEMBER
FEEST
FEESTDAGEN
GRASRIJK
HANGAR
HARTVEILIG
HOVENRING

KERSTBAL
KERSTBOOM
KERSTEDITIE
KERSTPUZZEL
MEERHOVEN
MEERRIJK
NIEUWJAAR
NIEUWSBRIEF
POLITIECOMPLEX
SCHAATSEN

SNEEUW
SPORTPARK
STER
WATERRIJK
WINKELCENTRUM
WINTER
ZANDRIJK
IJSBAAN

K

B

Colour & win
Send a photo or a scan of the coloured colouing page with your name,
address and age to kleurplaat@meerhoven.nl. From all entries we will
choose 10 winners who will receive a nice prize.

